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In 1995, Vianna Stibal, a mom of three small children, was diagnosed with a cancer that was
quickly destroying her correct femur. Using a theta human brain wave, which until now was
believed to be accessible just in deep rest or yogi-level meditation, the practitioner can
connect to the energy of most That Is -- the energy in everything -- to identify issues with and
witness healings on the physical body, also to identify and modification limiting beliefs. the 7
Planes of Existence, a concept that allows you to connect to the highest degree of like and
energy of All That Can be•ThetaHealing is actually applied quantum physics. Everything she
acquired tried using standard and alternative medicine had failed, until she utilized a simple
technique that she used in her are an intuitive reader.Discover:• the belief and feeling work
that may instantly change the considering within you that creates illness• Amazed that she had
cured herself instantaneously, Vianna started to use this technique in her sessions with clients
and saw person after person miraculously heal. how to develop the capability to change on all
levels: physically, mentally, emotionally , and spiritually, using the Creator of most That Is
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Excellent book. A love, I have not experienced but through this book. Vianna shares
information on her approach to healing. On a cautionary take note regarding Theta Healing, I
afterwards read a blog from a former Theta Healer that acquired some extensive what to say
regarding not really much what happens to the Theta Healing recipient (which is usually good)
but to the practitioner, which wasn't good. I recently learned that Vianna has been sued for
fraud for lying about the condition she said she healed. Having not sorted out everything, I
caution the reader. I understood deep inside we had been/are capable of so much more than
we are conscious of. Therefore I'm still evaluating this modality. The book could have been
about 1/2 as much pages. For me personally this book was amazing! This reserve taps into
and teaches bout that capability. Research your facts before you dive in Lots of redundancy. It
is not easy to do The book is excellent- need some background in healing techniques. This
book can be an absolute will need to have for healers! That is that, and I must say i
recommend it. which wasn't good. Anyone who's thinking about self-healing or curing of
others should go through this book. Great Book for Healing! There is definitely some
interesting information but just reading the publication one is extremely unlikely to accomplish
Theta Healing if you don't can project yourself into the several planes that she describes. I
especially enjoyed her description of how she clarifies beliefs to improve them. Research your
facts before you dive in. Because of Vianna Stibal Theta Healing: Introducing a fantastic
energy healing modality by Vianna Stibal is an amazing reserve and an absolute must have for
people perforing theta helaling. It really is full of information and readable and to understand.
It offers inspired me to understand further through a training. What all want is a connection to
the Creator of most That's. Thank you Vianna Stibal.. It is not easy to perform, I really believe it
is among those techniques that does take time in learning so as to eventually master. It would
make me experience better if this had been an outright fraud, but I fear it’s not.!.. everything
makes perfect sense. After doing the procedure for myself, I understand it is incredibly
powerful! YOUR BODY/MIND KNOWS HOW EXACTLY TO Gain access to A DEEPER SORT OF
HEALING While we may think our bodies are merely the playground for battles fought by our
health insurance to deny us insurance, there's a whole parallel universe of healing medicine
based on the idea of body/mind energy, incredible as it might seem. Dependence on
centering, much meditation daily, cleansing chakras, and finally giving it up to God/ Higher
Power/ Lifestyle Giving Source! You can understand and the books explains the healing
method .. A MUST HAVE! Informative book about Theta healing. It's easy to understand and
the books explains the healing method for the novice. Excellent Book This is an excellent
book! It’s written extremely well! The purity and sincerity of what touch your heart and soul
and open your brain to such an immense love. Caution advised. Many thanks!.! A great book
Exactly what I needed Quackery Terrible pseudoscience that may harm those in need to have.
Ranks ideal up there with anti-vax nonsense. It describes the theta healing up process for
recovery and psychic reading+medical intuition, entities, the planes. Opened up a new world A
friend introduced me personally to ThetaHealing and I slowly realized the potential. I felt good
doing the exercises in the publication, but was not able to heal a foot condition. I have been
doing Energy Healing for a while now and was naturally using a large amount of these
techniques currently, but after scanning this reserve it has improved my capabilities 100 fold.
With guidance form this book everybody can perform theta healing. great book spiritual book,
amazing Great book and easy to use Great book and fantastic healing modality anybody can
employ! Great service Great book, delivery was directly on time! Will definitely buy again.
Great reserve condition!
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